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Sand and sable by coty

© 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates It's hard to believe this came from Coty's house, but that's what happens when sold to a drug chain. It is a strong tuberose, hard and cheap, that will not give up and will not wash. For great tuberous aromas, stick with Piguet's Fracas, Caron's Tubereuse, or By Kilian's Beyond Love. I've
brought this since it first came out. It wasn't very expensive then, just about $9 a bottle. I love it, my husband loves it and everyone who smells me loves it. has to do with body chemistry. It doesn't even smell strong on me after the first ten minutes or so. That's one of the reasons I like it. I can take him even around my friends who are
usually allergic. My constant I've worn this perfume since I was in high school, and I love it. I was puzzled reading some of the other reviews, but I guess it really is true that the smell works with your chemistry and so it's different at all. In me, it's light and flowery, and I think the gardenia comes through more than anything. It's the only
smell that doesn't give me a headache as far as perfumes go. I have received compliments on it many times before. Pros: Smell of lightCons: Harder to find This is a smelly thing. Sweet tuberose of syrup and gardenia mixed with some kind of plastic and some of that dreaded cat peeing note that sends me running. But, for some reason,
many men comment that this is their favorite fragrance. That usually tells me right off the bat that we won't have anything in common. I love white flowers, so I wanted to try this one. No way. There was a funky synthetic note that smelled like plastic. What are you doing here? I really love it. It is both casual and elegant, cozy as it is bold,
girl as it is woman, simplistic since it is complex. I love tuberose and gardenia. I love the white summer floral aromas in general. They seem to react well to my skin chemistry. I wish this had more projection and longevity, but I guess, sometimes... you get what you pay for. It's still a magnificent smell and worth the purchase. I've been
wearing it since my late teens and will always have a special place in my heart. Connected to it are memories and nostalgia.... in the same way that makes me look forward to the future. I'll always have a little hand in it. At a price.. I can certainly afford to. Show all 22 reviews of Sand &amp;; Sable Total Reviews: 22 It's hard to believe this
came from Coty's house, but that's what happens when sold to a drug chain. It is a strong tuberose, hard and cheap, that will not give up and will not wash. vulgar and an insult on the nose. For great tuberous aromas, stick with Piguet's Fracas, Caron's Tubereuse, or By Kilian's Beyond Love. I've brought this since it first came out. It
wasn't very expensive then, just about $9 a bottle. I love it, my husband loves it and everyone who smells me loves it. has to do with body chemistry. It doesn't even smell strong on me after the first ten minutes or so. That's one of the reasons I like it. I can take him even around my friends who are usually allergic. My constant I've worn
this perfume since I was in high school, and I love it. I was puzzled reading some of the other reviews, but I guess it really is true that the smell works with your chemistry and so it's different at all. In me, it's light and flowery, and I think the gardenia comes through more than anything. It's the only smell that doesn't give me a headache as
far as perfumes go. I have received compliments on it many times before. Pros: Light perfumeCons: Harder to find This is a smelly thing. Sweet tuberose of syrup and gardenia mixed with some kind of plastic and some of that dreaded cat peeing note that sends me running. But, for some reason, many men comment that this is their
favorite fragrance. That usually tells me right off the bat that we won't have anything in common. I love white flowers, so I wanted to try this one. No way. There was a funky synthetic note that smelled like plastic. What are you doing here? I really love it. It is both casual and elegant, cozy as it is bold, girl as it is woman, simplistic since it is
complex. I love tuberose and gardenia. I love the white summer floral aromas in general. They seem to react well to my skin chemistry. I wish this had more projection and longevity, but I guess, sometimes... you get what you pay for. It's still a magnificent smell and worth the purchase. I've been wearing it since my late teens and will
always have a special place in my heart. Connected to it are memories and nostalgia.... in the same way that makes me look forward to the future. I'll always have a little hand in it. At a price.. I can certainly afford to. I just had to tell you how big this is. These days I see more images of rock stars in the game where great perfumes use to
be. I can't find sand and sable in Arkansas stores these days. what's up?? I may not be a rrock star, but many men have told me how good this does. The last time I checked, this picture in the card board box doesn't smell so good. Please put it back on the shelves. Bah, nasty. I smell watermelon, aldehydes and a faint note of banana.
One of the few fragrances that actually rushed to the sink to wash immediately. A my first smells of high school. I love the way it smells, but it's a bit strong . . . a little dab will do already! My husband loves it, so I still buy it from time to time for romantic nights. Sand &amp;&amp; Sable will always have a special place my heart. Similar to
Carolina Herrera (the first). Fruity flower, bananas and tuberous, a fun and strong and very 80s kind of aroma. Not available in Europe, therefore, I ordered it in the United States; I had read many positive reviews. To me it smells old-fashioned. Hard and hard and hard... even whenever you want him gone. It is a wonderful aroma of white
flower, sexy but subtle, and so reasonably priced. Coty deserves a lot of credit for creating such a tall and affordable fragrance - Best drugstore perfume ever. For some reason the first time I smelled Michael Kors I thought about this... sorry MichaelI so, but, well, I smell of solar lotion! It smells like flowering in others, but in me I smell
Hawaiian Tropics. I'm one day on the beach lying in the sun on the sand with the waves crashing to the ground drinking a pina colada...... Quite a lot in others, but not in me! April 20, 2008 (last edited: June 09, 2008) Gardenia soap and dust. It continues with a sharp edge, but dries beautifully for a frag-type pharmacy. Plenty of blow for
the buck here - a definite must-try for fans of white shoulders, Gardenia jungle and white diamonds alike. I agree with the 1711 assessment on this one. I recently picked up this @ the pharmacy (for nostalgic reasons and a cheap pick me up) and once I really smelled it I noticed the similarity with Michael and immediately realized why I
liked them both. This is a great holiday scent. I consider myself lucky to be among those who can carry this lovely, reasonably priced smell. Although I had access to all the Chanel numbers and many other classics this was a favorite high school fragrance. She's girly, subtle and beautiful. I still get to this in the summer months because it
brings back memories of summer vacations, boardwalks, beaches and my favorite lime green bikini! It smells like Prell shampoo. A good take on tuberoses and gardenias, albeit a cheap smell. This smells exactly like a car air soda that my friend used to hang in the backview mirror of the Sunbird pontiac from his 1980s! Because of this
partnership, I can't really imagine wearing it as a perfume. The only thing I can say is that it's not completely offensive.April 02, 2006 (last edited: April 17, 2008) I loved this when I was younger - an intensely feminine fragrance. And then, one day, I noticed something: it smells like Spic &amp;&amp; Span cleaner! Oh, no! Now I can't enjoy
it anymore. In high school, a good friend of mine bore that smell. In it it was beautiful: it was an exotic European scent on a tropical beach. In me, though, it was very very boring and flat. If you have the chemistry for this one it is wonderful. Unfortunately, I don't. I l-o-v-e-d this when I was over I used to wear it all the time, and I couldn't
explain why I liked it so much. Then Kors dated Michael, and it all became completely clear to Sand and Sable, for me and me, is a lot like Michael, albeit stronger and cheaper (I guess one goes with the other). If I had to choose between the two, I would go with Michael, simply because it is more refined; However, Sand and Sable for me
is not a no-no at all (even though I usually avoid pharmacy brands). Sand and Sable represents my first real tuberose appreciation, this kind of a-ha time when you find something that really, really speaks to you at an intrinsic level. Although there is also gardenia and jasmine at work here, as well as a note of peach and some green
flourishes, what caught me the most from the start was that butter, rich, velvety, in the least sweet call of the tuberose. I remember trying in some pharmacy and walking up and down the aisles sniffing my arm and thinking: what is this? I was fascinated with him. A number of years later, when I first encountered fracas - the same. Sand
and Sable is a very good introduction to the entire tuberous-gardenia subcategory best defined by Fracas, Versace Blonde and several other dryer combinations, almost champagne but rich from these and other notes. I would recommend it to anyone who already loves this kind of smell or wants to learn to love it. Page 2Total Reviews:
298 Unlike every 5th reviewer here, I must confess that I wasn't ready not to like it nor was I ready to like it just wanted to smell the juice! Conclusion? Generic, boring, boring, tasteless, and too sweet. It's not discounted, just mediocre. However, it deserves a thumbs down rather than a neutral one when you consider that this was done by
Chanel; the same house he gave to men Egoiste and Antaeus. The end of Western civilization is coming. . * * Sigh * Do not offend the forces of evil, but no self-reflective witch of my acquaintance would invoke this about the curse of the top sugary flowers. Maybe they had sent it to a rival as a gift if they are all out of poisoned apples.
What's that anyway? Opium mixed with pink sugar? Strange... At the risk of repeating what virtually everyone has said so far: 1. It is so generic that if you held a bench, blindfolded the hostages, and Luca Turin and co. were among them that you would never be able to identify by their smell. (At best they would tell the cops you could work
at the local Sephora) 2. It's not just mediocre godawful, so mercifully you won't have to rub it out. Why bother anyway? Unless you find a toilet within half an hour this will disappear on its own. 3. It won't offend anyone in the office, even if you bathe in it. 4. Some notes remind creed IM of other Gendarme; not that I'm a big fan of anyone,
but here the composition is inferior. In comparison, this one makes Del Mar smells of classic masterpiece and the 5-star scent of Chrome. 5. I disagree about it being for college kids, or the 19-30 crowd. They are that should not be held accountable. Perhaps forgivable with high school freshman students who got it as a grandma's
Christmas present. Other than that, it's terrible. I'm not a salad! I'm a free man! I can't give this one a thumbs down, although I understand the only negative reviewer who wrote that I didn't want to smell like the stuffed Thanksgiving Turkey suit. Our most prolific reviewer, the worthy foetidus, put it more delicacy when he observed that he
was respecting the fragrance but not thoroughly enjoying it, so he gave it an unenthusiastic thumbs up... I have to give this wonderful classic revived a neutral and advise everyone to get it before it disappears again – I think it's already begun – and if you can, get a sample vial for a test drive. No, I have the full bottle and I have to say I find
it the note of coriander/coriander not to my liking. In my defence, I remember a journalist asking Luca Turin if his personal preferences influenced his criticism; to which Dr. T replied that he had no impersonal preferences. And, since you're dying to know, cilantro refers to the entire plant but sometimes specifically to the leafy part, while the
coriander refers to the seeds. Now, there has been some discussion of bad sillage/projection (true) and bad longevity (Wrong! It's an illusion. Spray before bed, have sweet dreams for 8+ hours and I guarantee you will still smell in the morning. ) Whether poor projection/sillage is seen as moderate elegance or a damn shame, it depends



on whether you are an optimist or a pessimist. On the other hand, what smells like Mexican parsley in a salad is something every vet lover should also decide if they opt for this particular fragrance. You may very well love this juice. Look at the reviews. Most do, and some go so far as to pronounce this their Holy Grail. It's very well built,
actually. Plus. how can you not cheer when a classic resurrects? Maybe one day Patou pour Homme, Macassar, Royal English Leather, Vintage Tabarome, Versailles pour Homme? --I live with hope . . . December 15, 2013 (last edited: January 03, 2014) Oh, Buddha! Where do these names come from? The aroma itself is like John
Varvatos on steroids, possibly estrogen. Fruity and discovered with a penetrating kick that is supposed to give elegance. However, points should be awarded for the nickname! Have you seen any corn spy movies lately? Our agent is trying to get in touch with deadly Natasha. Could she really be? This healthy-looking saleswoman behind
the fragrance counter? Gives the code signal. -- Excuse me but bring CARNAL FLOWER? She smiles answered with the password, -- No, but have you tried BLACK ORCHID? Involving car chases, exotic hideouts, wild sex, betrayal, 10,000 rounds of ammunition, hand in hand combat -- and in the end save the world, world, in love and
abandoned strangely called flowergrasses.for cactus meat. They both wear XERYUS ROUGE at their wedding. DISAPPEAR/AT THE END. The poor man in Havana, or if you do, poverty made the desacioned man cacharel. A spicy fruity cooking that is ridiculously cheap. Please recommend this to the next teenager asking for an
alternative to John Varvatos. 7/10? This is the best fragrance that ever existed. I sprayed a little, courtesy of The Scent Bar. No, a drop of rain. No, make the slightest hint of a drop of rain.. oh what, it doesn't smell like anything, really. I thought I understood the hype about this one: I should be naked with some little girl and sweat profusely
after I've done the wild thing to be close enough for her to even imagine a smell. So my surprise when hours after application in S.B. I met a certain psychotic woman of my acquaintance who commented, while fully clothed, how good it was to see me and how much she liked the colony of Vandal that I had. Sandalwood? Apparently there
is some kind of comic/cosmic scented Rorschach-Niche test going on here. Well, reading about all things Iso-E on BN has been lighting up! I suggest you look for the threads . . . I had often wondered what all the fuss about Terre d'Hermes was. A beloved fragrance around these parts that always left me shrinking my shoulders. Aha! 55%
Iso-Super E Whatever possible, I conclude by referring to the reviewer's allusion to snake oil and confess that if I'm going to be ripped off, I'd rather spend the money on an engine-oil additive (which skeptics assure also does nothing) rather than on a fragrance I can't smell. I never realized that turpentine could smell this good. Yes, I tried
it on my skin. It has great longevity and if Japanese wooden temples are conjured, so much the better. Let me know if you get the satori. I've tried Sequoia, Palisander, Avignon, Kyoto, and other woods + incense combinations from Comme des Garçons and my vote goes to Hinoki OK. Time to go save all the sensitive beings . . . March
04, 2012 (last edited: May 20, 2012) I agree with reviewers that this is a unisex comfort incense scent that rides close to the skin. Perhaps SirSlarty put it best when he described him as heady and a fragrance for an introvert. Well, you can take it while praying or going to Mass in a Catholic or Eastern Orthodox church. I could also go out
with him in a high Anglican service, although it would have been something dicey during the reign of James the First. (Forget Cromwell, you would have been burned at the stake) I was willing not to like this as I am a sucker, or a snob (or both) for pure frankincense of which there are still many reasonably priced bonds, even if
doomsayers predict that incense will soon become so threatened and so outrageously outrageous like Mysore Sandalwood, but while the opening isn't as sharp as an E.O., This smooth mix is really superb. Honestly, if I keep wearing this I might have to give up all loyalty to the forces of evil--or at least to dramatic smells. I wish longevity
would be longer, though. After hearing Odysseum rave about it, I thought I'd give this Artisan a try, and I'm happy to report that it's actually a Conehead's dream! A soft version of Polo? Or is it a 21st-century Gentleman's Polo? This has no monster sillage--which I think is a wise choice here. After all, which refined gentleman wants to draw
attention to himself within a 20-foot radius? Resinous and complex. a splendid mixture of absinthe (which as I have always maintained, makes the heart grow larger) and spruce notes. It is not the least harsh, a problem with some offers of conifers such as the aforementioned Polo, or Yatagan, Macassar and other similar powers.
However, it is equally uber-male; in a quiet way. Deconstruction meets Polo! Say what? Well, if you don't like 3, there's always 1.2, or 4 All of which contain some aspect of the original. Possibly, this is the closest. But who would want to argue about something so bland and generic? It's boring. It's been four hours since I first applied
sandalo. At first the opening was a bit sour and spicy. Then something else cracked through which I wasn't incense or vandal, but I wish it had been. I remembered thinking, instead, how much better the MPG Santal Noble was, but that was in 2005 and I heard it has been reformulated into a watered-down shadow of its former self. About
two hours later I was driving mine, as Pluran, a female companion, would say; when she tactically observed : ' You smell of F****** Onion! Oh, my God, that's DIRTY! Open the windows! I remembered thinking, by way of contrast, how much I missed my cats. Either way, I'm 100% in agreement with Off-Center here. Where's the vandal,
anyway? It's not Lorenzo's best time. I'll sack bleu, Serge! Why did you market this horror? The upper notes are almost passable, to the extent that they do not contain the brand luteans fruitcake chord, but it soon becomes something that redefines Noire in French like Yuck! instead of black, ne'st-ce pas? Some critics mentioned the nail. If
so, it is perverted beyond recognition. I can, at times, enjoy a well-made power key pump like Jacomo de Jacomo (1980, of course), but what's going on here? Maybe key ashes mixed with something putrid. Well, it's not the worst frag of all time; this dubious honor belongs to Givenchy's Insensé Ultramarine, but perhaps among the three
worst niche scents, ever. Will I ever find Lutens I like in addition to hippie oil (Luca phrase of the barbarically sensual koublaï khän muscs? By now, I doubt it. The opening is of cake and mellow with a Note. Neither too much citrus nor sweet fruity, only sweet. After a couple of hours or so, all this becomes leather! Okay, unlisted leather
notes. So either I've been smoking things that I can't write back or dry birch a component of many leather odors kicks in. Maybe throwing the door down would be a better metaphor. If you don't expect it, the transition to the center and the base notes is quite dramatic. Who would have been caressed that we would end up here? A
completely different smell from the upper notes?? The rest of the fragrance is reminiscent of Truefitt &amp;; Hill's Spanish Leather. Aventus is a well-made male fragrance that some will love as signature scent with an impressive pyramid note switcharoo, great longevity and, as previously said, an outrageous price. But it might be worth it .
. . April 23, 2011 (last edited: August 15, 2011) This is a good gift to give to anyone who says there is no difference between male and female scents. Come and think about it, it's good to give anyone who says there's a difference between male and female scents. It will annoy both groups, especially if you don't call them the name of the
fragrance. Okay, in a few installations. Women can wear absolutely this, especially if they intend to have triplets and name them Lavender, Rosemary and Vanilla (Amber shouldn't be discounted, either) Maybe that would work on men if it was EDC strength and intended for shaving, but it's too sweet for me. Would you rather bring the
non-classical barbershop 'The Baron' ---It's better? Not. but for the price . . . Why not a thumbs down? Something pretty decent happens during the mid-grades, but I can't wait that long. However, it is a refined 1934 classic that is still in production. Another for Bertie Wooster -- and Jeeves would only warn him against overcharge March
14, 2011 (last edited: October 12, 2012) Well, that's the kind of fragrance that will convince his GF that only gay men have some taste for smells, whereuding he'll proceed to ban powerhouse fragrances from the Bad news: could be Le Male instead ) Yes, I know Polo was created in '78, not the '80s --The same year Azzaro made his debut
and also announced the decade of Oakmoss To Be. For the most part I love powerhouses, even if I get more female praise with Creed Himalaya--- but there are some that I detain, considering them a caricature of masculinity. This is not one of them, but classic or not Macassar, Versace L'Homme (original) Lowe Para Hombre, or other
coniferous kick greens. I like the opening. If Tuscan Etrusca is a left hook to the jaw, Polo is an open palm-heeled karate master on the nose, sending the septa crashing into the brain. However, after a while it is leather soathing. Or maybe bad skin? A little too discordant with the notes. It is Dated? Yes, after the first 15 minutes until it
dries hours later. Why not a thumbs down? Well, the notes are discordant (for a leather harmony masterpiece check out Dunhill'34), but they're really very interesting in a Republican/oedipal way. What, you can pick up some perverted chick found in EscadaWell's Bandit Escada Homme, with this neutral verdict that still remains one (or
perhaps the only one) of all fragrances with more than 50 reviews without a single thumb down. Escada deserves it. Yes, the opening is fantastic, it's pretty well mixed and I'm glad many of you love it tant.no find any fault with it, but I put myself in Narcus's comment that he keeps forgetting that he has it in his closet and Off-Scenter is that
while he's more bland than Habit Rouge, and other Oriental classics, he has more character than Armani Code.Yes, he's one middle of the road scent, but I've bought enough 3-4 star scents that I don't intend to buy again. Been there, done that. I don't understand the negative comments either, except it's made by D&amp;amp; G (NOT
the most innovative, innovative house in existence) and is commercial in adolescents. So? I'd put this ahead of Dunhill Edition. No, it's not Bois de Cedrat de Creed, which I admire, costs three times as much and is much more linear. D&amp;amp; G Masculine has a lot going on with its 10,000 mid-grades and top base grades :) Really, it's
quite interesting and manages to mix the notes pretty well. Yes, an optimistic and cheerful summer aroma with good longevity and fair sillage. So while in lemon citrus under the hot sun category I would prefer Iskander, or Selection Verte We will give credit where credit is due. For me? 4 stars out of 5.-- Which isn't too embarrassing . . .
What's the point? DULLAH nailed it. Yes, it's not green. The incense note is pale and exceptional. A great and unusual fresh smell, in fact. But longevity is poor and the sillage is ridiculous. Therefore, only a neutral rating. Wake me up if this ever comes out in EDP, it's going to be worth it.February 16, 2010 (last edition: February 12, 2012)
I'm afraid I have to contract with Marcelle. The overall effect is girly, dusty and sweet. One day another king will come and Excalibur will leave the waters of the Lady of the Lake, but until then, those of us who want pipe tobacco smells are in the midst of a famine. There's Tom Ford's over-priced and vanille tobacco. And then? Drats!
PigeonMudrerer said it all. One of the few Lutens who doesn't overwhelm with his ubiquitous fruitcake deal. Yes, there's some honey at first, but I was embraced for it, so I didn't look that strong of a note. Do I have a pardon from the niche police?07 January 2010 (last edited: March 08, 2010) My thanks to Somerville Metro Man for
responding to mine by a frag that catches dry dark pipe tobacco. He didn't say say it was that, but it sounded interesting enough, and I liked some of Sonoma's offers before justifying an opportunity. Yes, it is the smell of cured tobacco leaves drying in the sun. Not quite mine, although the frag is wonderfully well built and delivers what it
promises. I can't help but compare Ford Tobacco Vanlle's over-price with this one. Television just doesn't deliver the goods. This one does. What Taolady said :)These might be the poor man's Erolfa, but at least the sea breezes aren't necessary, it's a funny, uplifting smell - another black mark against you Happy!---That will make you
happier than Happy.Great good morning frag. Do you love the smell of un cooked dark vanilla pipe tobacco? Me too, and that's not all. I'm not sure if I agree more with Asha's description of the lovely spiced cookie dough or Stereotomy's vanilla-scented candle, but I understand the thumbs up from the two reviewers and if I ever want to
smell like any description, I know where to find it. There are aromas of high quality tobacco that convey precisely what they are looking for (dried leaves that heal in Tobacco Auera, for example), but as for the aroma of an un cooked dark vanilla pipe tobacco, I surrender! In a Japanese incense book, whose name I can't remember for the
life of me, did the author mention the custom in ancient Japan of carrying a satchel or bag of wooden shavings from Kyara or Vandal in the inner pocket of a kimono--or was it a neck bag? Those crazy samurai! Unless someone suggests an alternative, this may be the only way to go for the aroma. Stop at your tobacco shop. A dizzying
and inecident fragrance. Wearable for a man because of its subtle construction. Don't ask me how it can have great longevity, sillage, opulence and still be subtle. Contact mastermind Dominique Ropion and ask him. However, I think this works much, much better in a woman. Unless, of course, you're an androgynous rock star---s see my
review of Fracas.Did I mention that I like Tuberose? Make it 8 positive comments! Yes, it smells exactly like Bombay Sapphire Gin.What a great idea for summer, more refreshing. I just hope he's not dragged away by a police :) December 14, 2009 (last edition: February 09, 2010) As much as I don't like Wild Pine (an herbal pine that
grows in the molds of a dungeon) I'm with Odysseum on this one. Not only would you say it's more complex, warmer and more tree-lined than Pino. I would go further and say it is Pino exorcised with evil spirits. However, this is only a small part of what makes this frag so good. The progression of citrus fruits to lavender in the forest. Wow!
No one can accuse this of being linear. I would say that it is a good example of a that moves wonderfully from note to note.14 december 2009 (last edition: March 08, 2010) Santa Pimenta Racemosa! Yes. There really is a West Indies Bay tree and that's where Bay Rum comes from, not storks. The added species; added; key, lime or
what serves to make it interesting or just weird. Like CJ I wanted to like this one too, but the nail/spices are set to excess I've tried 2 bottles of the shelf. It was obvious that one had been there longer than he should have, but they both smelled . . . It feels as if one is being uncivil giving a bad review to an interrupted fragrance, rather like
speaking ill of the dead, but you didn't have to fight to wash that shit out of your hands. And I like CreedI's Bay Rum.Virgin Island Water I'm afraid I have to become a verdict of a tropical yawn. There are much better creeds throughout the aquatic theme. Hey! I forgot I used to own this. You know, for the money it's better than Ferrari Black.
If it's a clone of The 3rd Man, it's more wearable. Usable.
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